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Foreword
The Wirecard inquiry was a departure
from some of the past topics the
APPG had pursued. However, given
the extraordinary nature of the
events in Germany, whose effect
was soon felt in the UK we thought
we should take a look.
While we might live in a world
where some of the bonds that have
connected nations are loosening
this is certainly not the case in
financial services. Ever more global
transactions and tools can manifest
themselves in unforeseen ways.
Whether this is the high street where
digital disruptors have reigned
supreme in 2020 or in banking.

the APPG was interested in finding
out was would this have been the
same in the UK. Well, we certainly
received some interesting answers
to our questions. However, it is too
soon to tell whether UK regulation is
More and more institutions are up to the task. We will however be
turning to novel providers such as keeping a watching brief on this and
Wirecard. This is because these other developing areas of fintech.
fintech firms provide the services
consumers want often at much lower
Rt. Hon Karen Bradley MP
costs than traditional providers.
April 2021
Then there comes the rub. Can these
new kids on the block be trusted to
work alongside existing providers?
Is regulation fleet-of-foot enough to
capture wrongdoing?
The answer as regards Wirecard and
the German regulator is a resounding
“no” on both these accounts. What
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1 Introduction
The APPG took evidence on Wirecard
after news of its collapse broke in June
2020. While Wirecard represents one
of the worst accounting scandals in
post-war German history, the effects of
the collapse haven’t been as keenly felt
in the UK.

high street branch. In the 21st century,
Mr Mainwaring would not be sat
behind his desk in the high street. He
would be managing a data centre with
transactions taking place at far flung
locations across the globe.

However, there were a number of
UK fintech firms and consumers who
depended on Wirecard.

This is why the APPG felt that the
Wirecard collapse was an important
area to look at. Not so much because
of Wirecard itself - whose problems
have been well publicised by the
FT and others - but to understand
whether regulators in the UK would
fundamentally do a better job than their
German counterparts and to consider
what steps should be taken to stop a
similar situation occurring here and to
protect British consumers from being
impacted by another overseas collapse
of this type .

The Committee took evidence from
leading players in the fintech sector
and also spoke to a range of journalists
and other informed sources about
what led to the collapse of this German
payments firm and the murky dealings
which emerged following its collapse
including the disappearance of its Chief
Operating Officer Jan Marsalek who is
rumoured to be beyond the reach of
the German authorities and Interpol in
eastern Europe.

Our members sought answers to
whether regulation in the UK and EU
regulation was fit for purpose in the
fintech world. Since conducting the first
phase of our inquires, we’ve also had
tantalising evidence that some of the
reforms of the last decade have opened
up new possibilities for inappropriate
behaviour by financial institutions.

Like it or loathe it, payments providers
are becoming a fundamental part of
the economic architecture.
Many
constituents who had never heard of
Wirecard suddenly became acutely
aware of its existence when accounts
and transactions were frozen in June
2020.
As with other types of fintech, payments
firms are eroding and in some cases
replacing traditional financial services
provision.
Today’s bankers are
increasingly unlikely to be based in a



2 So what is a payments provider?
A payments provider is an organisation
which facilitates financial transactions
– often sitting behind the scenes
when you use a credit card or move
money between bank accounts. The
increasingly digital nature of financial
transactions payments providers are
becoming ever more important.
The UK Payments Systems Regulator is
responsible for supervising UK payments
providers. It is based alongside the
Financial Conduct Authority in east
London and was established by the
Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act
2013.
In Germany, Wirecard was regulated
by BaFin the German Federal Institute
for Financial Services Supervision.
This regulator is facing legal action
in Germany over the collapse of
Wirecard.





3 What was Wirecard and what did it do?
Wirecard offered electronic payment
services and other associated services to
a range of firms across the globe. Feted
in Germany as a home-grown fintech
star, the firm was listed on the Frankfurt
Stock exchange and was part of the DAX
index from September 2018 to August
2020. When originally founded in 1999
the firm originally provided payments
services to adult websites.

new Wirecard to be included in the
Prime Standard Stock market segment.
The firm subsequently joined the
TecDAX in 2006 and DAX in 2018 as it
continued to grow.
Wirecard also pursued an aggressive
overseas expansion policy founding
Wirecard Asia Pacific in Singapore in
2007 and subsequently opened businesses in nations such as New Zealand,
Australia, South Africa, Turkey and China when it acquired AllScore Payment
Services.

Struggling when the dot.com bubble
burst it gained a capital injection
from Markus Braun who joined as
CEO in 2002. Following this Wirecard
undertook a reverse IPO with the
German Firm InfoGenie allowing the
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Where did it all go wrong?

Ostensibly, Wirecard was a highly
successful German tech start-up which
was on its way to take on the big US
tech players. However, there were
storm clouds on the horizon as short
sellers and journalists struggled to
understand Wirecard’s business model
and profitability. It was no surprise to
these sceptics when these concerns
were substantiated and it was revealed
that there were serious problems
amounting to one of the largest frauds
in German corporate history.
Wirecard collapsed following the
announcement that it was missing
€1.9 billion in June 2020 and moreover
owed another €3.2 billion in debt. Two
board members and several executives
have been arrested. Its Chief Operating
Officer, Jan Marsalek, disappeared
after being fired by the board and has
subsequently gone on the run from the
German authorities.
The collapse of the firm triggered
problems for UK customers of companies
using Wirecard’s services. It also kicked
off an extraordinary investigation into
the behaviour of the firm, German
regulators and German politicians and
others who appeared to have acted as
advocates for the firm. Extraordinarily,
instead of acting on top-offs that there
were financial irregularities at Wirecard
German regulators pursued criminal
action against two FT journalists and
others.

10

5 How did Wirecard’s collapse
affect UK consumers?

UK customers of Wirecard were affected
in several ways by its collapse. The most
immediate effects were felt due to the
FCA’s imposition of a temporary block
on trading activities of its subsidiaries
to protect investor funds. Wirecard
Card Solutions was a supplier to firms
such as Pockit and their customers
and a both UK consumers and others
across the world found that they could
no longer access or transfer their funds
until the restrictions were eased.
11

6 What did the regulators do?
The behaviour of the German regulators
with regards to Wirecard has been well
documented by the Financial Times
journalist Dan McCrum. The issue
continues to be reported in detail
by the Financial Times as German
parliamentarians, prosecutors and
regulators dig through the ashes of
the firm to try and find out what when
wrong and who knew what when.
Regulators not only ignored repeated
warnings about the firm, they went
further and sought to prosecute the
whistle-blowers. German regulators
seem to have tried to protect Wirecard
from scrutiny as it was a German
champion. So much so that Wirecard
was able to enlist leading politicians
such as Former German Defence
Minister Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg
and Chancellor Angela Merkel to lobby
on its behalf as it sought to expand
abroad and in particular in China where
authorisation of Wirecard’s purchase of
Allscore Financial required approval of
the People’s Bank of China.
The Bundestag committee investigating
the collapse of the firm has heard
evidence that Wirecard executives then
used the regulators action against the
FT and others as a screen to protect
themselves from further scrutiny.
Other interconnections and conflicts of
interest have also been revealed by the
inquiry including the head of Germany’s
audit watchdog being a Wirecard
shareholder.
12
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7 What our witnesses thought
The APPG took evidence from Anna
Money CEO Eduard Panteleev, Viraj
Jatania CEO of Pockit and Nigel Verdon
the CEO Railsbank. Respectively these
firms represented a broad swathe of
the payments industry and some who
had worked with Wirecard.

Anna Money provided accounts for
20,000 small business and freelancers,
Pockit debit cards for 500,000 low
income clients whereas Railsbank was
itself a provider of a payment platform
with 130 corporate clients.
Panteleev and Jatania were able to
provide the APPG with insights into
how Wirecard’s collapse had affected
their customers.
There was broad agreement between
the witnesses that Wirecard has a
complex structure but moreover it was
the case generally in the payments
sector that payments providers took
many shapes and forms and that there
were complexities as to how they
functioned and as to what regulation
applied to them.
In terms of the regulatory aspects of
Wirecard’s business, Verdon was very
insightful in terms of his knowledge of
Wirecard’s business and the oddities
around its business model such as
irregularities in transfer pricing and
profits which seemingly didn’t reflect
14

their turnover or operating costs. There
were issues around both regulation of
Wirecard and around its auditors.
The consensus was that the UK market
was better regulated than the German
market and that the FCA had a better
grasp of payments providers than its
German counterpart BaFin. It was also
reassuring to learn that in the view of
our witnesses the UK regulatory regime
still represented the gold standard.
However, all the witnesses felt that
the UK could still learn from other
jurisdictions.
Issues that did need to be addressed
included:
•
The regulatory regime for elicenses covered such a broad range of
organisations that some were too large
for the current regime to be regulated
effectively
•
The regulator needed to devise
more robust winding up measures for
firms so that customers’ money was
protected
•
The UK should continue to
learn from best practice in Luxembourg
and Singapore

“T
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8 What we learned from discussions with journalists and industry
After the formal evidence session,
the APPG went on to have some
further interesting conversations with
stakeholders.

be deterred from providing potentially
negative advice which could impact
on the organisations ability to profit
from its more lucrative mergers and
acquisitions work.

We were particularly interested with
a concern that previous regulatory
changes aimed at stripping out
commission payments in the financial
services sector had led to a situation
where investment banks had a conflict
of interest in firms like Wirecard.

It was difficult to explain otherwise
how some analysists continued to
recommend Wirecard whist a minority
of others did not. Given the coverage
in the FT and the activities of shortsellers, it is with hindsight odd that the
issues with the firm were not more
widely acted upon in the financial
community.

They were both in the position of
providing research and advice to
institutions on the firms that they
should consider investing in, but also
heavily dependent on commissions
they made form sales and transactions
involving the stocks and shares of
these very institutions.
The legislation which had led to this
was the well intentioned MiFIDII which
was intended to strip out hidden
commissions which caused market
distortions.
However, it has resulted according
to our source in a reduction in the
availability of advice and a reliance
on information from firms such
as investment banks both selling
shares in firms and advising the
firms themselves on mergers and
acquisitions. This meant that
investment banks and others would
17

9 Wirecard’s regulatory lobbying
One aspect which we didn’t touch
on in the evidence session was
the extent to which Wirecard used
its connections with the German
government and regulators to advance
its business. Since its collapse it has
emerged that German regulators seem
not to have taken seriously concerns
raised about Wirecard’s operating
practices.

league with the Financial Times. Far
from protecting the whistleblower,
it seems that the German regulatory
authorities actively went after them
and then acted to shield Wirecard from
market reaction by freezing dealing in
their shares.
The question this raises is one of
whether such regulatory collusion be
possible here in the UK? There are
certainly instances where financial and
other institutions from nations with
less rigours rule of law and regulatory
protections have sought to purchase
UK firms. Could similar lobbying
pressures manifest themselves here
also?

The general consensus seems to be
that German legislators and regulators
were so keen to see Germany establish
a fintech to rival the likes of the US
firms Google and Amazon, that they
not only looked the other way but
promoted and lobbied on behalf of
Wirecard.
The extent of the lobbying on
Wirecard’s behalf is quite breathtaking. The FT reported on the 22nd
January 2021 that Angela Merkel
herself lobbied on behalf of Wirecard
during a trip to China in September
2019 when Wirecard sought to take
over a Chinese payments provider
Allscore Financial.
Another issue however has been
the extensive regulatory lobbying
undertaken by Wirecard which seems
to have convinced BaFin and others in
the German establishment that there
was some sort of conspiracy against
Wirecard involving British and Israel
short sellers acting supposedly in
18

10 Did something go wrong with Wirecard’s auditors?
Another troubling question about
the collapse of Wirecard is how did a
firm with such a huge financial fraud
continue to get the green light from
its auditors? Wirecard was audited by
the accountants EY who are one of the
big four accountancy firms responsible
for carrying out audit work globally.
They audited Wirecard’s accounts for a
decade. German prosecutors are now
investigating three current and former
EY partners over their audit work on
Wirecard. What has emerged from the
German investigations into Wirecard is
that an EY’s anti-fraud team did raise
repeated red-flag observations as early
as 2018.

sort of official regulatory endorsement
of the firm in relation to its market and
journalistic critics.
Finally, it seems that the head of
Germany’s audit watchdog bought
and sold shares in Wirecard whilst the
investigation into accounting practices
was ongoing. This resulted in his
immediate suspension on the 22nd
January 2021. This issue is currently
receiving further scrutiny in German
from parliamentarians and regulators
probe his share dealings.
Additionally, the APPG learned from our
witnesses and others that Wirecard’s
creation as a reverse-IPO meant that
it didn’t necessarily get the scrutiny
an ordinary firm would receive when
undertaking an IPO for the first time.

It has also emerged at the German
Parliamentary inquiry that the German
Audit Watchdog itself seemed to be
influenced by the regulator BaFin’s
ban on short selling Wirecard stock. It
seems to have interpreted this as some
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Next steps for the APPG
the case of Wirecard it seems that the
auditors also faced conflicts of interest
and failed to pronounce accurately on
findings by fraud teams with in their
own firms. Whilst investigations into
what went on with Wirecard’s auditors
are ongoing it is difficult to draw any
hard and fast conclusions on these
matters. However, the APPG will be
seeking to revisit this issue in the
autumn with representatives of the
major accountancy firms and others to
better understand their perspective.

Now that Brexit is concluded, the
Government will hopefully have more
time to consider financial services
regulation. The APPG will be looking
further at payment systems and their
regulation as this is a vitally important
area for consumers and the financial
services firms. .
We have sought to speak directly to
some of the individuals involved in the
collapse of Wirecard such as members
of Wirecard UK and Dan McCrum of
the FT. However, with Wirecard still
very much a live situation they have not
been able to talk to the APPG yet.
Given the increasing complexity of
financial services and the rise of global
interconnected firms such as Wirecard
we plan to look further at Wirecard to
see what lessons have been learnt.
We will seeking to get a perspective
from UK regulators at that stage to see
what their view is of Wirecard in the
round and whether the UK’s regulatory
framework is robust enough to cope
with the conflicts of interest which
seem to have bedevilled the German
regulator BaFin.
The other substantive issue in the
Wirecard affair is the issue over the
auditors. The Big Four audit companies
have faced criticism in the past that they
effectively amount to an oligopoly. In
21

Appendix 1 - Summary of Oral Evidence
Introduction
KB opened the meeting and thanked the
participants for taking part remotely.
She noted that this session would
focus on the collapse of Wirecard and
the lessons that could be learned for
regulators in the UK.
KB noted that the meeting was being
recorded and invited the witnesses
to introduce themselves and their
organisation.
EP – Introduced himself and explained
that Anna Money is an account provider
for small businesses and freelancers.
It was founded in 2018 and has over
20,000 customers.
VJ – Introduced himself and explained
that Pockit provides accounts and debit
cards for low income clients that allows
them to have a debit card, a current
account, and build their credit score. It
was founded in 2014 and has 500,000
customers.
NV – Introduced himself and explained
that Railsbank provides a payment
platform that supports and enables
financial service providers. The
company has 130 corporate clients
such as Sainsbury’s Bank. It operates in
several countries and is about to launch
in the USA.

Minutes
Oral Evidence Session of the Inquiry
into Wirecard
16.00, 21st July 2020
Present
Rt Hon Karen Bradley MP (KB) Chair
Ferdy Willans
Havard Hughes (HH)		
Barndoor Strategy
David Spencer (DS)
Roger Evans
Eduard Panteleev (EP)		
CEO
Anna Money
Viraj Jatania (VJ)		
CEO
Pockit
Nigel Verdon (NV)		
CEO
Railsbank
Observing:
Ryan Weeks (RW)		
Financial News
Jane Morford			
Payment Systems Regulator
Apologies
Baroness Susan Kramer
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Wirecard – Key Issues

money from the UK company was
moved to the German parent. Following
the collapse of Wirecard AG, German
liquidators can access UK money which
had been held in Wirecard AG accounts
and charge expenses to them so the
FCA was seeking repatriation of that
money to UK jurisdiction. That was the
purpose of their intervention and in his
view it was therefore the right thing to
do, but still destructive.
The regulation of payment platforms
like Wirecard is less robust than the
established regulation that applies to
investment companies. Furthermore
money held by payment companies is
not protected by government in the
way that money held in bank accounts
is. He noted that 10 to 15% of the
UK population have money held in
payment companies and the current
regulatory framework for the payments
sector did not anticipate it would grow
to this scale.

KB – Noted that a lot of people don’t
fully understand how money moves and
the role of companies like Wirecard. She
explained that the APPG wants to know
what happened with Wirecard, how it
impacted businesses, and what can be
done to stop it happening again.
EP – Explained that Anna Money is a
client of Wirecard UK, which as far as
they were concerned was a separate
legal entity and operationally separate
from Wirecard AG. He acknowledged
Wirecard UK had a complex shareholding
but believed the German company
didn’t hold shares directly. The FCA
decision to freeze Wirecard UK is what
impacted Anna Money.
VJ – Noted that Pockit also used
Wirecard to settle payments. He
said he was aware of several online
investigation and said it appeared that
the German company had fraudulently
inflated their balance sheet to drive up
their share price.
NV – Commented that the problem was
with Wirecard AG and demonstrated
failures by the German regulators
and listing authorities. He noted that
his research suggested Wirecard UK
was a wholly owned subsidiary of
Wirecard AG. Because the regulated
elements of Wirecard were penalised
for failing to stay in profit, other parts
of the company needed to support
them so in fact subsidiaries were not
truly independent of Wirecard AG and

KB – Asked where Wirecard sat in the
process for the witnesses companies?
VJ – Explained that Pockit and other
small financial service providers used
Wirecard’s licence to issue bank cards,
avoiding set up costs which would
be prohibitive to new businesses.
They provided an agency-banking
relationship, with Wirecard transferring
funds to Mastercard to pay vendors
and moving money to Barclays. He
added that unwinding the relationship
with Wirecard is complex and difficult
but Pockit is now dealing directly with
Mastercard.
23

EP – Said the market for payment
platforms is becoming more diverse
as there is no one size fits all solution
– different clients and business models
require different solutions. Unwinding
from Wirecard was tough because
although separate infrastructure could
be set up, client’s money could not be
removed from Wirecard account so
some relationship had to be maintained
in future. He noted that Anna Money
was in the process of transferring to
Railsbank.

regulation for outsourcing companies.
He said this was desirable rather than
trying to regulate these entities and
customer-facing organisation at the
same time. This is already the case in
the investment world. He suggested
that the UK should aim to become a
similar hub of excellence in this field.
The government should be better able
to intervene when payment platforms
are at risk.
KB – Asked if this might hamper
competition?
NV – Said that he felt with a robust
set-up and good regulation it shouldn’t
affect competition. The key is to avoid
a regulatory environment that prohibits
new entrants and perpetuates a closed
shop.
KB – Posed a question raised on chat
from RW which asked: “Some companies
were transitioning away from Wirecard
before the full extent of their difficulties
came to light – why was that?”
VJ – Said it was more about ownership
than specific concerns about Wirecard
UK as were told it was a separate
entity. As Pockit matured, we wanted
ownership of our infrastructure.
But we were also aware of the FT
investigation.

Lessons for the Future
KB – Asked what else the witnesses
were doing. She noted that we still
need to encourage new entrants to the
market, particularly after the COVID 19
pandemic. She asked if the witnesses
had any advice to other start-ups in a
similar position and how can regulation
guard against risk in the UK?
EP – Noted that there are more providers
like Wirecard in the market now than
was the case when Anna Money started
out in 2016. He noted that Anna Money
has now applied for an e-money license
to allow for a different setup but noted
that the regulatory environment around
this is complex and there isn’t a single
solution that will fit all.
NV – Said it was difficult to move. He
noted that the best regulation for
outsourcing payment companies is
applied by authorities in Singapore and
Luxembourg, which both have specific

EP – Confirmed it was the same for
Anna Money. They were already looking
at other options and also intended to
own their infrastructure. They were
monitoring the Wirecard situation but
it was a commercial decision more than
anything else.
24

Auditing Measures

NV – Noted that new entrants to the
market avoid the need for massive
initial investment by using the e-money
and card issuing licenses of bigger
providers like Wirecard. He said the
service is essential in the early stages
of growth but mature companies will
eventually seek their own licenses. He
said Railsbank didn’t want companies
using their licenses for more than 2 or 3
years. He added that there needs to be
better measures to protect clients and
enable them to recover their money
from payment platforms.

KB – Raised another question posed
by RW on the chat asking about the
relationship between Wirecard UK
with Wirecard AG and the assurances
companies had been given that they
were truly independent of each other?
VJ – Said he could only comment on
what Pockit had been told.
NV – Said media reports about their
independence were wrong. They are
not totally separate.
KB – Noted that it should be known
that wholly-owned subsidiary has a
relationship with the parent company
and asked whether perhaps this was an
auditing issue?
NV - Said he was happy to go on
record as saying yes to this question.
The auditors in the UK should have
picked up irregularities as Transfer
Pricing was not shown in the accounts.
Wirecard were showing their regulated
companies in profit at the expense of
the non-regulated elements to avoid
the erosion of capital required to
operate. The auditors should have been
alerted by profits that did not reflect
the turnover or operating costs – they
missed the bigger picture.
VJ – Added that the auditors of the
German parent company were at fault
and they were the same company that
audited the UK company. They should
have seen the whole picture and if they
had, this whole affair could have been
avoided.

Spreading the Risk
KB – Asked whether the risk be spread
over several platforms?
NV – Cited the example of Wagestream
which has done this from the start.
It helps to avoid systemic risk but it is
difficult to operate cards across multiple
platforms. Visa and Mastercard should
take steps to make this easier because
spreading risk in this way is good
governance. Ultimately spreading the
risk would be better for consumers as
long as there was no excess cost for the
frontline business.
VJ- Said that running a range of platforms
is easier said than done. It creates
complexity and overheads which are too
costly for new entrants to the market.
He added that it was something Pockit
had discussed at board level but it was
hard to implement in practice.
Independence of Wirecard AG and
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an example of good practice. The US
is highly complex and too reliant on
lawyers. Singapore is excellent because
they seek to have a constant dialogue
with the institutions they regulate and
the UK follows this pattern – Railsbank
has a dedicated supervisor so they
know who to contact for advice. Usually
there are 25-30 e-licenses to every
supervisor and we need more as the
market continues to grow.

Regulation
HH – Asked should the payment system
regulator or the FCA be able to intervene
more assertively?
NV – Said regulators are usually behind
the curve. The FCA have responsibility
for e-money licences so they should
be better able to intervene. The UK
market is generally very well regulated
but payment platforms are less well
supervised. The UK philosophy is to
encourage companies to anticipate
regulation – to ‘think before regulation’
so self-regulation is an important
element. He added that the FCA suffer
from a high turnover of talented staff
who are in demand in the commercial
market and this limits their corporate
memory.
HH – Asked how can the UK learn
from failings of the German regulator
and how does it compare to other
international models?
NV – Noted that German regulation
was seen as Gold Standard, but the
Wirecard episode has dented that
reputation. In particular, their attacks
on the FT were a mistake and regulators
should welcome the work of reputable
financial journalists. He said lessons
need to be learned and some selfreflection is required.
He continued that UK regulation was
also gold standard but we can still learn
from other regulatory regimes. France,
the Netherlands and Luxembourg are
all strong and Lithuania is emerging as
26

Improvements
KB – Asked what should this APPG be
recommending?
EP – Commented that some crises are
good for a financial system but the key
is to keep them small and learn from
them. He noted that the regulatory
regime for e-licenses covers a broad
range of organisations and some are
getting to large for current regulation
to be effective. That needs to be
addressed.
VJ – Agreed with EP and added that
safeguarding customers is vital. He
noted that the latest guidance issued
last week was an improvement but
more was needed. To achieve this, the
regulator needs an ongoing dialogue
with the payment platform companies.
He added that more robust winding
up procedures are needed to protect
customer’s money held in these
organisations.
NV – Said the UK could learn from best
practice in Luxembourg and Singapore.
He suggested approaching Visa to seek
greater capacity redundancy in case a
major payment platform fails.
KB – Thanked the expert witnesses for
their frankness and insight.
The Meeting Closed at 17:00
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